Terms & Conditions
Promoter
Stat Track Technologies Lda., is a company incorporated under the laws of Portugal
with address at Largo dos Colegiais N 2. 7004-516 Évora, Equity Capital of €5.000
registered on the Portuguese company registry under number 509866077, which
manages and holds Hole19 Mobile App (“Promoting Entity”) and is the promoter of
the contest “Get Hole19 Premium and win an entry in the Circuito de Golfe Abreu
Tournament”, starting on September 7th 2017 and ending on 12th September 2017,
which is ruled by the following terms of use:

Purpose
The present contest has the purpose of promoting the Circuito de Golfe Abreu
Tournament while also promoting the Premium Version of the Hole19 Application

Participants
We invite all Hole19 Premium Users to participate in the contest “Get Hole19
Premium and win an entry in the Circuito de Golfe Abreu Tournament” that is offering
two pairs of entries in the Circuito Golfe Abreu Tournament occurring at the Clube de
Golfe Santo da Serra in Madeira on 28th October 2017.
The tournament mode of play is "Stableford Net", "Ball Better Ball" (¾ handicap),
maximum limit allowed for men is 28 and ladies of 36. Registered players with a
higher handicap will play with the maximum handicap allowed.

Participation
Participants must have the Hole19 App installed, be subscribers of the annual
version of the Hole19 Premium or subscribe to the annual version between
September 7th 2017 and September 12th 2017. Participants must a Hole19
Premium user.

Prize Award
The two winners of the two entries for the Circuito de Golfe Abreu Tournament will
be selected randomly among all eligible users. The two winners are free to choose a

golfer to play with, considering the tournament will happen in pairs. The participants
of the Tournament will also receive a Greg Norman polo shirt.
The Hole19 team will contact the two winners on the 16th September 2017.
By participating in this challenge, users acknowledge that they have read,
understood, and agreed to be bound by these terms and to comply with all
applicable rules and regulations.

Prize
The prize consists of 2 pairs of entries in the Circuito de Golfe Abreu Tournament
occurring at Clube de Golfe Santo da Serra in Madeira on 28 th October 2017.
Stat Track Technologies is responsible for the award. No exchange, return, or
transfer is permitted and no exceptions related to the terms of use presented here
are accepted. The prize is not cash redeemable. The offer is personal and nontransferable and to take advantage of the offer one must be a registered user of
Hole19.

Notifications
The Promoting Entity will contact the winners exclusively through the email used for
registration on Hole19.
The Promoting Entity will make only two attempts to contact each winner, giving
him/her one week-day to respond. In the absence of a valid response, and in
accordance with the rules stated on the email, the prize will be drawn again.

Exclusions
The Promoting Entity has the right to cancel the prize in case any of the terms of the
contest is breached or if any participant provides false, unclear, untruthful or
incomplete information. All employees from the Promoter entity or any other entity
related are excluded from participating.

General Conditions
These terms are done under, and submitted to the Portuguese law, and any conflict
or litigation related to them, are exclusively submitted to the Portuguese courts of the
address of the Promoting Entity. The Promoting Entity reserves the right at all times
to discontinue or cancel the contest “Get Hole19 Premium and win an entry in the

Circuito de Golfe Abreu Tournament” as it deems necessary or desirable without any
prior notice. The Promoting Entity holds no responsibility for any failure or
malfunctioning of any email service provider (ISP, Telco, other).

